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Summary

Two recent transformations have radically affected the way the Air
Force organizes and deploys its forces. The first is the shift by the
Department of Defense (DoD) from threat-based planning to capa-
bilities-based planning.1 Prior to this change, the Air Force shaped
and sized its forces to meet the requirements of specific operational
plans, plus whatever the home station and training needs were to ful-
fill those plans. Current DoD guidance states that the Air Force now
shapes and sizes its forces around “a portfolio of capabilities that is
robust across the spectrum of possible force requirements, both func-
tional and geographical.”2 The second transformation is the shift in
the late 1990s by the Air Force to Air and Space Expeditionary Force
policies,3 which are intended to enable the Air Force to respond
quickly to any national security situation with a tailored, sustainable
force.

These new policies arose out of a need to provide greater pre-
dictability in the deployment of Air Force personnel and to distribute
deployments more fairly across the Air Force. A secondary goal of Air
and Space Expeditionary Force policies was to provide a more flexible
means to specify the forces that the Air Force has in terms of their
capabilities rather than as numbers of squadrons or wings of aircraft.
____________
1 Rumsfeld, 2001.
2 Rumsfeld, 2001, p. 17.
3 They were known at the time as Expeditionary Aerospace Force policies.
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Air and Space Expeditionary Force policies have evolved over
their short history, but their basic structure has remained constant.
Current policy specifies 20-month deployment cycles. Each cycle
comprises ten rotational Aerospace Expeditionary Forces (AEFs),4

and most of the Air Force’s deployable assets are divided roughly
equally among these AEFs. The goal is for each deployable airman or
officer to be assigned to one of these AEFs and, thereby, to be on call
for deployment only once during a 20-month cycle. During any 120-
day period, a pair of AEFs provides the steady-state deployment re-
quirements. All other AEFs use this time for reconstitution and
training. Resources that cannot be reasonably divided among ten
equal, deployable AEFs are referred to as enablers.

Like many new policy and organizational changes, the transition
to AEF policies has had its struggles. Deployments have not been as
predictable as desired, and the uncertainties in deployments have not
been the same for personnel in all career fields. Further, the under-
standing of what AEFs are exactly in terms of capabilities has been
slow to congeal within the Air Force, and perhaps even more so out-
side the Air Force. It may seem at first that these two issues are unre-
lated, but they are linked by the central theme of how capabilities are
defined.

Properly defining capabilities for AEFs can facilitate the solution
to both of the above problems, if it is done in a manner that clarifies
how to adjust AEF deployment policies so that AEF capabilities
match the capabilities specified by DoD planning objectives. Defin-
ing the capabilities of AEFs directly in terms of DoD planning opera-
tions accomplishes this goal because it articulates exactly what AEFs
can do in a given situation. And, because the deployment goals of the
Air Force are set by DoD planning objectives, defining and measur-
ing AEF capabilities against deployment plans provides a natural
framework for anticipating deployment needs and setting AEF poli-
cies accordingly. In this report, we show how AEF capabilities can be
____________
4 The acronym AEF is used to refer to both the Air and Space Expeditionary Force concept
and to the Aerospace Expeditionary Forces. In this document, we use this acronym to refer
to the Aerospace Expeditionary Forces.
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defined and measured, and how these measurements can be used to
set AEF policies that provide Air Force personnel, regardless of their
career position, with greater deployment predictability.

Currently, the Air Force expresses its capabilities to deploy in
the AEFs in two principal ways: at the Unit Type Code (UTC) level
and at the Force Module level. A UTC is a unit of capability specified
by required manpower and equipment. UTCs range considerably in
size. Some UTCs consist of an individual with specified skills (e.g., a
chaplain); others include dozens of personnel or hundreds of tons of
equipment. UTCs are sufficiently small, modular, and numerous that
sets of UTCs can be assembled to express virtually any desired de-
ployment capability that the Air Force requires.

Force Modules specify which UTCs are required to develop a
generic bare base to support flight operations. Five Force Modules
have been developed: open the base, establish the base, operate the
base, provide command and control, and generate the mission. As
such, Force Modules provide rules governing which UTCs are neces-
sary for developing a generic bare base. Insofar as the infrastructure
(and operations) at deployed locations resemble the type of infrastruc-
ture envisioned by the Force Modules, the modules will capture the
requirement to open, establish, and operate forces out of deployed
locations. By summing up how many Force Modules the Air Force
has available, the capabilities to open, establish, and operate such ge-
neric bases can be measured. During recent operations, however, the
Air Force deployed to numerous locations that differed significantly
in character from the locations envisioned in the Force Modules.
Measuring the capabilities to create and operate bases with wide-
ranging infrastructures by how many Force Modules are available fails
to take into account how well the AEFs can operate out of dissimilar
locations.

In addition to using individual UTCs and collections of UTCs
in the form of Force Modules, the Air Force evaluates its capabilities
(for programming purposes) according to quantifiable units in a Mas-
ter Capabilities Library (MCL), which is an exhaustive list of all Air
Force capabilities. MCL specifications are independent of UTCs and
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the AEFs; they do not, therefore, provide direct information about
AEF deployment capabilities.

Collectively, UTCs, Force Modules, and the MCL fall short of
expressing the capabilities of AEFs in ways that relate to planning
objectives. Combinations of UTCs can describe any Air Force capa-
bilities that can be deployed, but these combinations are determined
ad hoc as needed. Force Modules specify which UTCs are needed for
deploying fighter squadrons to bare bases, but the Air Force deploys
to an enormous range of locations with an equally large range of types
and numbers of aircraft. Force Modules do not necessarily capture
these ranges. Therefore, the need remains to aggregate these measures
in a way that relates to planning objectives and that links to the AEFs
in order to express how much capability resides in the AEFs. In other
words, a method of assessing AEF capabilities in relation to the new
capabilities-based planning policies is needed. Such a method could
be used (1) to evaluate the feasibility of implementing particular poli-
cies given the available resources, (2) to identify resource needs given
policy requirements, and (3) to adjust policies and resources in rela-
tion to each other.

This report introduces an analytical framework for quantifying
the capabilities that AEFs furnish, and it illustrates potential applica-
tions of the framework. The framework specifies a two-step analysis:
(1) defining AEF capabilities and (2) analyzing AEF capabilities.

Defining AEF Capabilities

The first step in this analysis is to define an appropriate way to meas-
ure capability—one that captures the range of Air Force deployments
and that is broad enough in its scope to be relevant to defense plans.
To do this, we define a measure that is similar to UTCs and Force
Modules but is broader in scope and is a function of relevant parame-
ters, such as types of aircraft, aircraft missions, and base infrastruc-
ture. We call requirements and capabilities that are explicit functions
of such parameters parameterized requirements or capabilities (see
pages 8–15).
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As with UTCs and Force Modules, we use the availability of sets
of resources as a measure of capability. For example, in the case of
UTCs, mission capability (MISCAP) statements specify capabilities,
and, in the case of Force Modules, capabilities are defined to set up
and perform operations at a bare base. Resources to support these ca-
pabilities are then determined, with the designation of a one-to-one
relationship between resources and capabilities. As such, the number
of sets of available resources defines the corresponding Air Force ca-
pabilities.

Similarly, a broader set of measures of capability can be defined
based on the set of all required resources for a deployed operation as
specified by a parameterization of a small set of driving factors—
measures that offer additional perspectives on Air Force capabilities.
This class of measures captures a broader, more nuanced view of ca-
pabilities than either UTCs or Force Modules alone. We quantify
AEF capabilities by such a metric, which we call deployment capabil-
ity. We define deployment capability (of an AEF) as the capacity to
deploy specified numbers and types of aircraft (in the AEF) to speci-
fied numbers and types of bases with the ability to perform their de-
signed missions at some specified sortie rate. We also use the term
marginal deployment capability to denote the capacity of an individual
functional area (e.g., fuels support) to support its component of the
overall specified deployment capability.

Defined in this way, deployment capability is a function of more
than just the availability of aircraft and the directly associated man-
power (pilots, maintainers, and such). Deployment capability also
depends on the expeditionary combat support (ECS) necessary to op-
erate and support those aircraft, such as the manpower and equip-
ment for civil engineering and fuel storage and distribution. The type
and level of the required ECS will depend on the operational tempo,
the number of deployed sites, and the range of infrastructure at those
sites.

The ability of an AEF to provide a specified deployment capa-
bility, therefore, depends on the availability of aircraft and ECS
within the AEF relative to the aviation and ECS requirements. Three
elements in combination determine AEF capabilities:
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• a set of AEF policies
• a way to specify resource demands that correspond to deploy-

ment capabilities
• an algorithm that can manipulate policies and resource demands

to assess capabilities for and constraints in supporting specified
deployments.

By assigning specific Air Force personnel and other resources to
a given number of AEFs and setting nominal rules for how often and
under what circumstances the AEFs should deploy, the Air Force es-
tablishes what is referred to in this report as AEF policies. The policies
that most constrain Air Force deployment capabilities are the number
of AEFs, how many AEFs are slated for deployment at any given
time, the deployment duration for each AEF, and how resources are
distributed among the AEFs and enablers. Other policies also impact
the capabilities that AEFs can deliver. For example, Air Force policy
now states that all personnel stationed at a given base must be placed
in no more than two AEF pairs. This policy prevents a base from
losing manpower due to deployment more than twice during an AEF
cycle. At the same time, the policy also constrains the Air Force’s
ability to evenly distribute personnel with certain skills across all
AEFs. Hence, this policy influences the degree to which each AEF has
resources similar to those of the other AEFS and, by extension, the
balance of capabilities across AEFs. Clearly, AEF policies play a lead-
ing role in defining the capabilities that AEFs can provide.

What the AEFs and associated policies can provide in terms of
deployment depends on what resources are needed for deployments.
To address the fact that deployment locations and their requirements
vary considerably, RAND developed a prototype analytical tool called
the Strategic Tool for the Analysis of Required Transportation
(START).5 START employs a parameterized, rules-based algorithm
to generate a list of UTCs that are necessary to support a user-
specified deployment capability. Needed resources are specified as
____________
5 Snyder and Mills, 2004.
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UTCs depending on the characteristics of a base, the threat to which
the base is exposed, and the numbers and types of aircraft at the base.
The results are consistent with the results that would be obtained us-
ing Force Modules, yet, by being parameterized and rules-based,
START can extend an analysis to locations other than bare bases and
to bases with any number and mix of aircraft types.

Analyzing AEF Capabilities

The next step in quantifying AEF capabilities is to compare the pa-
rameterized requirements—in the form of UTC lists—with AEF de-
ployment policies and the levels of resources assigned to AEFs. In-
formation on resource levels resides in several Air Force databases.
The primary databases are the AEF libraries, which apportion all Air
Force UTCs into ten AEFs and enablers. Plan identifiers (PIDs) in
the AEF libraries indicate AEF and cycle numbers; other database
fields provide the units that are assigned to the UTCs and related in-
formation, such as one of eight distinct codes that indicate deploy-
ment priority. A separate database, the AEF UTC Reporting Tool
(ART), has information on the readiness status of each UTC.

The logic needed to assess the capabilities and constraints associ-
ated with available resources is in the form of prototype software
called the AEF Deployment Capabilities Assessment Tool (AEF
DCAT), which was developed for this study (see pages 27–42). This
software uses current AEF policies to determine capabilities, but it
can easily be modified to explore alternative AEF policies. The logic
within the AEF DCAT program allows a user to specify an operation
in terms of the number and type of aircraft deployed, operational
tempo, and number of bases. This set of operation specifications, or
“deployment unit,” is then used as a deployment capability metric.
An example of such a metric is the capability to build up and operate
a bare base to host a squadron of 18 F-16CGs at a specified opera-
tional tempo. The goal is to measure the capability of an AEF pair in
terms of how many deployment units it can support.
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AEF DCAT outputs measures in both tabular and graphical
formats and includes details that provide insight into factors limiting
deployment. The analyses can be constrained by either available
UTCs or Air Force Specialty Codes (AFSCs), and resource levels can
be expressed in terms of the priority of UTCs for deployment, as
specified by their availability codes in the AEF libraries. By querying
the ART database, AEF DCAT can also express capabilities filtered
by readiness status. The outputs provide levels of deployment capa-
bility for a specified expeditionary combat support area (such as civil
engineering, fuels support, or bare base support).

Applications

The method for quantifying AEF capabilities described in the previ-
ous section has many potential applications in policy analysis. Here,
we provide brief descriptions of five of the most likely ways this
method can be used and how this approach can be useful in both
planning and execution.

Provides a Vocabulary for Articulating AEF Capabilities

The approach described here provides a flexible, expansive, and easily
comprehensible vocabulary for articulating AEF capabilities. Quanti-
fying and communicating Air Force capabilities within the AEF
framework is a necessary step in the transition to capabilities-based
planning. Capability expressed in terms of wings or squadrons of air-
craft does not capture whether sufficient expeditionary combat sup-
port resources have been authorized to support operations. The more
expansive view that includes support resources more accurately indi-
cates what capabilities can be generated within a set of AEF policies
(see pages 43–55).

Helps Identify Factors That Limit Deployment Capabilities

In addition to providing a means of articulating AEF capabilities, this
approach to analyzing the relationship between policies and resources
can help to identify factors that limit deployment capabilities for cur-
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rent resource levels. Examining a wide spectrum of perspectives on
each deployment capability provides insight into whether capability
in a given area is restricted because of resource levels, availability of
UTCs, readiness status, or how UTCs are assigned to AEFs. Further,
for a given deployment capability, this approach can reveal which
UTCs and AFSCs are the limiting resources (see pages 51–55).

Provides an Analytic Basis for Balancing Resources

If authorized resource levels in disparate areas, such as civil engineer-
ing and fuels support, are set independently, they may not be bal-
anced; that is, they may not provide similar deployment capabilities
with respect to one another. By analyzing deployment capabilities
using a range of metrics derived from a portfolio of deployment sce-
narios, planners could combine results from this approach with inde-
pendently derived home-station and training requirements to provide
a robust analytical evaluation that balances manpower resources. This
balancing could also be done among UTCs or AFSCs within a single
functional area, as well as among the various functional areas (see
pages 43–51).

Provides an Analytical Foundation for Exploring Alternative AEF
Policies

AEF policies provide the Air Force and combatant commanders with
a supply of deployable forces. The policies do not express resource
demands calibrated to meet planning objectives. If AEF policies do
not meet Air Force objectives, the policies can be revised or the force
can be resized or reshaped. The approach described in this chapter
provides an analytical basis to guide such an analysis. In this way, the
ramifications of alternative AEF policies can be surveyed against a
portfolio of deployment scenarios and home-station and training re-
quirements (see page 35).

Permits Analyses to Guide Both Planning and Execution of Plans

All the examples of applications would be useful during both plan-
ning and execution. During crisis-action planning, the above insights
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would provide planners and Air Force leadership with the ability to
do the following (see pages 51–55):

• quickly explore resource deficiencies relative to specified de-
ployment capabilities

• determine the extent to which various courses of action strain
already tight resources

• quantify what capabilities remain if candidate plans are
executed.

Recommendations

In light of the above observations and the work reported here on the
prototype AEF DCAT, we recommend that the Air Force implement
and maintain an analytical tool to assess AEF capabilities using a pa-
rameterized approach.

To facilitate the implementation of such a tool, we recommend
that the Air Force do the following:

• develop and implement a rules-based, parameterized tool to
quantify deployment requirements

• consider assigning all unit equipment and nonconsumable war
reserve materiel to UTCs

• consider placing all equipment UTCs into the AEF libraries
• consider assigning availability coding and a readiness status to

the equipment UTCs
• develop the analytic tool in such a manner that it integrates

effectively with existing tools.

Implementing these recommendations should facilitate the Air
Force’s continuing transformation from a threat-based to a capabili-
ties-based planning posture, provide senior leadership and combatant
commanders with greater visibility of deployment capability, and fur-
ther advance the mission of the Aerospace Expeditionary Forces.
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